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RenaissanceRenaissance Portrait Medals by Matteo de Pasli 

5.. Renaissance Portrait Medals by Matteo de Pasti: A 
Studyy of their Manufacture and Alloy Composition 

Abstract t 

ThisThis study was undertaken to investigate the unusual compositional nature of a 
seriesseries of portrait medals by Matteo de' Pasti. Microscopic examination revealed 
thaithai all the medals were probably sand cast. There is little evidence of cold 
workingworking on the medals which may be an indication of the attention to perfecting 
thethe mold so that few flaws occurred in casting. The medals classified as bronze 
producedproduced by Matteo in Rimini, with or without lead, contain unusually high 
antimonyantimony impurities. All but two of these bronze, high antimony medals also 
containcontain arsenic. The one copper and lead medal examined (considered "after 
Matteo")Matteo") contains significantly high levels of antimony and arsenic. This grouping 
byby variation in impurities suggests that Matteo used metal refined from two 
separateseparate types of antimony-containing copper ores for casting his portrait medals: 
graygray copper, originating from the mines of Saxony and Hungary, and antimonial 
coppercopper from the mines of the Harz region 

5.1.5.1. Introduction 

AA survey of Renaissance portrait medals in the collections of the National Gallery 
off  Art, Washington, served as the impetus for this study. Encompassing well over 
sevenn hundred medals, this collection is one of the largest and finest groups of 
Renaissancee portrait medals ever assembled [1]. The survey culminated in the 
developmentt of a statistical model for separating the medals into distinct alloy 
groupss [2]. Eight principal groups were identified from a core selection of 202 cast 
Italiann Renaissance portrait medals comprised of copper-based alloys that are 
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Figuree I Portrait medals attributed to, or after. Matteo de'Pasti in the collections 
off  the National Gallery of Art. Washington, D.C'. 
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consideredd authentic. The most notable group of medals are leaded bronzes 
containingg 10-60 percent more antimony and arsenic than is generally present in 
Renaissancee portrait medals. More than half the medals in this group are attributed 
orr assigned to Matteo de' Pasti (c.1420-1467/1468). This group of medals by 
Matteoo or his workshop shown in Figure 1 is the only group to exhibit such 
distinctivee characteristics. The possibility that a particular artist may have chosen 
too use a specific alloy composition led to an in-depth study of these medals. 

5.2.5.2. Historical Background 

Thee portrait medal, born in the humanist climate of early fifteenth-century Italy, 
developedd as a means of promoting personal recognition. Its invention in 1438 
(possiblyy following suggestions by Leone Battista Alberti) is generally credited to 
Antonioo di Puccio, known as Pisanello (c. 1395-1455). Pisanello incorporated the 
Renaissancee ideal of the focus on man and his unique identity into an intimate and 
portablee object. Usually, portrait medals are circular. The obverse is a relief 
portrayall  of an individual, and the reverse depicts a mythological or symbolic 
imagee or a significant event identified with the sitter. Occasionally double portrait 
medalss were made with both obverse and reverse portraits. Unlike coins, medals 
hadd no currency value; they were valued instead as commemorative objects. They 
weree durable and easily portable, and therefore popular for exchange as tokens of 
patronage,, power, or friendship. Because medals were relatively affordable-
comparedd to sculpture or painted portraits-they represented not only heads of state 
(includingg their family members) but private citizens as well. As medals are made 
off  long-lasting materials, they imparted immortal qualities to their sitters [3]. 

Ass production of portrait medals became widespread in Italy, groups or 
schoolss of medalists emerged in all the principal city-states. Medalists frequently 
traveledd from city to city; thus it is difficult, if not impossible, to associate a 
medalistt with a school or location [4], Matteo's work as a medalist is no exception, 
andd many unanswered questions cloud our knowledge about his career. The period 
off  his activity as a medalist (1441-1467/1468) coincides with the period during 
whichh the portrait medal itself gained popularity in northern Italy [5]. Matteo spent 
mostt of his career working at the Malatesta court in Rimini, which, under the rule 
off  Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta (1417-1468), briefly evolved into a center of 
learningg comparable to other northern Italian courts [3, p. 18]. Like other humanist 
settings,, the Malatesta court in Rimini employed an array of artists: among the 
mostt noted were Leone Battista Alberti (c. 1404-1472). Piero della Francesca 
(1410/1420-1492),, Agostino di Duccio (1418- 1481?), and Matteo de'Pasti [6]. 

Matteoo de' Pasti, born into a prominent family in Verona, was the son of a 
physiciann and the grandson of a member of the Florentine Bardi family [7]. He is 
recordedd in a Venetian painting commission of 1441, presumably as an illuminator 
forr Piero de1 Medici for illustrations to a "Triumph of Fame" manuscript of 
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Petrarch.. In 1444, Matteo was again employed as an illuminator, in Verona, for 
Leonelloo d' Este. It is believed that he moved to Rimini in 1446, where he 
supervisedd for Sigismondo Malatesta the work of reconstruction and decoration at 
thee church of San Francesco (called the Tempio Malatestiano) [5, p. 59]. Following 
hiss marriage to Lisa Baldegara of Rimini sometime between 1446 and 1449. 
Matteoo sold his property in Verona and became an important member of the court 
circlee in Rimini as well as a close companion of Sigismondo Malatesta. 

Matteoo produced and signed portrait medals of seven individuals, 
principallyy his patron Sigismondo and Sigismondo's mistress (and later third wife). 
Isottaa degli Atti (1432/ 1433-1474). In addition, another group of eighteen 
unsignedd variants of these medals may have been produced in Matteo's workshop 
[6.. pp. 143-159]. 

Sigismondoo authorized many medals to be placed in the foundations of the 
buildingss that he commissioned. Their purposes are complex, but one of them was 
too ensure his fame, even after his death. A considerable number of these foundation 
medalss (either by or after Matteo de' Pasti) were discovered when the buildings 
weree bombed during World War II. These medals have served as the basis for Pier 
Giorgioo Pasini's reevaluation of Matteo de' Pasti's medals, shedding new light on 
theirr sometimes problematic chronology and style [6, p. 143]. 

Seventeenn portrait medals by Matteo in the collection of the National 
Galleryy of Art, along with comparative information from a medal in a private 
collection,, were analyzed for this study. George Hill' s corpus for Renaissance 
portraitt medals, written in 1930, has been established as the standard for 
cataloguingg these medals [8], Of these medals, eight are portraits of Sigismondo 
Malatesta,, six are of Isotta degli Atti, and there is one each of Guarino da Verona 
(1374-1460),, Jesus Christ, and Leone Battista Alberti. Each medal was examined 
underr low magnification using a binocular microscope to study its fabrication. In 
addition,, the medals were analyzed using secondary emission energy dispersive x-
rayy fluorescence spectrometry (XRF) to determine their surface alloy composition. 

5.3.5.3. Method of Manufacture 

5.3.5.3. J. Fabrication 

Alll  the medals examined in this study were cast. Figure 2 illustrates the granular 
qualityy of their surfaces observed under magnification suggests that a sand or other 
granularr material was present in the mold. The granular surface appearance is 
consistentt with the generally accepted notion that the majority of Renaissance 
medalss were not cast using the lost-wax process but were, as suggested by George 
Hill ,, cast in two-part dry sand molds [9]. 
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Figuree 2 Photomicrograph, fig. 9, obverse, showing granular characteristics 
consistentt with sand casting. View shown is upper left area. 

Manyy contemporary treatises describe the art of sand casting, including 
accountss by Cennino Cennini, Benvenuto Cellini, Alessio Piemontese. and 
Vannoccioo Biringuccio f 10.11.12.13]. Biringuccio's Pirotechnia, published in 
Venicee in 1540. is the first book to encompass the complete field of metallurgy. 
Hiss chapters on the "small art of casting" enumerate the benefits of sand casting on 
smalll  objects as being, quick and easy: 

BuiBui in order to avoid work and expense there are shorter and easier wars to be 
used,used, both because the things can be handled more easily and because it is not 
necessarynecessary to have so much regard for the forces of small materials. Therefore, 
wishingwishing to make a distinction for you. I shall call this the small art of casting. 
BeforeBefore speaking of this, I shall tell you of several methods of making powders 
[sand][sand] for moulding. Then I shall also tell you of the methods of moulding in boxes 
andand in frames, and how the said powders are to be prepared for casting either dry 
oror green. Then I shall tell you some methods that are held secret by the masters for 
handlinghandling the metals in melting and making them flow readily, so that you may 
easilyeasily Jill  the cavities of your moulds [ 13. p.323]. 
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Biringuccioo states further that sand casting is the preferred method when creating 
multiplee reproductions: 

ButBut if one has to make a large quantity of works of one kind, he should for the sake 
ofof convenience use the method with powder because it is short and requires less 
timetime and expense [13. p. 326], 

Too produce a medal, the medalist would first make a model from a pliable material 
suchh as wax or clay, which Biringuccio described: 

ItIt  is also customaty to make a plaster capable of being worked easily by hand in 
makingmaking medallion portraits, leaf vork, or scenes in bas-relief so that (hey can be 
mouldedmoulded for making them in bronze if you wish. To do this, take two parts of very-
purepure white wax, one of white lead, and a little goaf's tallow, and mix them all 
togethertogether [13 p., 331]. 

AA core need not be made from the complex recipe described by Cellini, which 
included,, among other things, oxhom and dung. In fact the only criterion is that it 
bee made from a refractory material, specifically one that will retain its shape and 
compositionn even when subjected to high temperatures. Wax painted over the core 
inn the way recounted by Cellini, served as a model with the qualities sought in the 
finalfinal bronze. Sprues (rods) made of wax were then attached in strategic locations 
throughoutt the model, it was through channels created by the wax sprues that 
moltenn metal was ultimately poured. Other wax rods attached at this time, which 
weree not used as channels for the molten metal, provided vents or holes. These in 
turnn enabled gases to escape and eliminated backpressure and subsequent bursting 
off  the bronze. Cellini perceptively recommended that all such attachments point 
downward.. The model was then pressed into a soft material that could be a 
compoundd consisting of gesso, pumice, water, or even a fine sand bound with glue 
[3,, pp. 14]. While still soft or damp, the mold was often completed using punches 
too impress any letters or design elements to form the inscription. The letters could 
alsoo be formed of wax as part of the model. Both obverse and reverse halves of the 
moldd were then dried prior to being joined (sometimes in a flange) openings were 
createdd to provide access for the molten metal to enter the mold as well as to allow 
gasess formed in the process to escape. Molten metal was then poured into the 
mold.. When cool, the mold was carefully opened to ensure that the cast was not 
damagedd and to preserve the mold for another cast. Care was taken during the 
moldd making and casting process to produce a clean cast to avoid the need for 
chasingg or retouching the finished medal, which could destroy its satiny finish. 
Finally,, medals made from copper alloys were usually given a lacquer or a 
chemicall  patina to color their surface [3. pp. 13-14, 14]. 
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Figuree 3 Matteo de'Pasti, obverse: Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta, Lord of 
Rimini;Rimini; reverse: The Castle of Rimini, 1446, low zinc brass. National Gallery of 
Art.. Washington. Samuel H. Kress Collection 

Figuree 4 Matteo de'Pasti. obverse: Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta. Lord of 
Rimini;Rimini; reverse: Fortitude Ho/ding Broken Column, 1449-1450. bronze. National 
Galleryy of Art, Washington, Samuel H. Kress Collection 
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Figuree 5 Matteo de'Pasti. obverse: Isotta degli Atti of Rimini; reverse: A Closed 
Book,Book, 1454-1460, bronze. National Gallery of An. Washington. Samuel H. Kress 
Collection n 

Figuree 6 Matteo deTasti, obverse: Leone Battista Alberti reverse: A Winged 
HumanHuman Eye, 1446-1450, bronze. National Gallery of Art. Washington. Samuel H. 
Kresss Collection 

Thee medals in this study are multiples: more than one example exists of 
each.. Hil l described the production of multiples in terms of a secondary mold made 
fromm extant originals [9, p. 28]. Patricia Turtle noted that Renaissance authors 
recordd casting specific medals precisely to serve as models for additional molds 
[14,, p.206]. In either case, following the recipe for mold making described by the 
Renaissancee authors cited above, two or more medals from a single mold could 
oftenn be poured. As Biringuccio explained: "It also served me very well in that 
one,, two, three, or four casts were made without having to mould it again" [13. p. 
325]. . 
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Figur ee 7 Matteo de'Pasti, obverse: Jesus Christ:, reverse: Christ in the Tomb, 
1446/1450,, bronze. National Gallery of Art, Washington, Samuel H. Kress 
Collection n 

Figuree 8 Matteo de'Pasti, obverse: Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta, Lord of 
Rimini:.,Rimini:., reverse: San Francesco at Rimini, 1453-1454(7), leaded bronze. National 
Galleryy of Art, Washington, Samuel H. Kress Collection 

5.3.2.5.3.2. Composition 

Secondaryy emission energy dispersive x-ray fluorescence spectrometry, was used 
too ascertain the nature of the alloys in each medal. Although XRF is a surface 
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technique,, and slight difficulties may arise from the analysis of unprepared 
surfacess (refer to chapter 1). the kind of quantitative information obtained from the 
analysiss is valid for the aims of this study. The results are used to place the medals 
intoo a number o( different categories that can then serve as a basis for further 
discussion.. As XRF analyzes approximately 10 to 20 microns depth of a copper 
alloy,, factors such as inhomogeneity of the surface, surface enrichment or 
depletion,, and certain palinations need to be considered when interpreting the 
results.. Polishing or removing surface patination by acid treatment as suggested by-
Carterr [15] was again not done in the National Gallery of Art study. The medals 
aree in excellent condition, relatively clean, and free from corrosion. Therefore, it 
wass decided that XRF analyses using calibrations with known standards of similar 
compositionn would be acceptable. 

Figuree 9 Top: Matteo de'Pasti, obverse: Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta, Lord 
ofof Rimini; reverse: The Castle of Rimini, 1446. leaded bronze. National Gallery of 
Art,, Washington, Widener Collection 
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Figuree 10 Malteo cle'Pasti, obverse: Isotla degli Alii  of Rimini; reverse: The 
MalatestaMalatesta Elephant in a Meadow, c.1453, bronze. National Gallery of Art. 
Washington,, Samuel H. Kress Collection 

Thee obverse and reverse of each medal were examined by XRF. The XRP 
analysess were performed using a Kevex 0750A spectrometer. The spectrometer 
wass equipped with a barium chloride secondary target, 6 mm collimators with an 
anodee voltage and current of 60 kV and 0.4 mA, respectively. Live accumulation 
timee was 200 seconds. The results were quantified using the EXACT software 
programm provided by Kevex that calculates elemental weight percentages and were 
comparedd with Centre Technique Des Industries de la Fonderie standards UF. 5 2-
22 and UPB 8 3. as well as Tymetal standards BA 8-11. The results were 
normalizedd to 100 percent and an average value was determined. Under the best of 
conditions,, quantities of major elements detected in the medals are valid to a range 
o\'o\' approximately 5 percent, the minor elements with less than 1 percent 
concentrationn are accurate to a range of approximately 30 to 40 percent, while 
elementss less than 0.1 percent are considered trace amounts and cannot he 
accuratelyy quantified. The detection limits for trace elements are approximately 
0.055 percent Calculations were made for the amount of copper, tin. zinc, and lead, 
ass well as impurities such as iron, nickel, silver, antimony, and arsenic. Tabic 1 
reportss the results of the XRF analyses of these medals by alloy composition. Of 
thee seventeen medals examined, eleven are bronzes illustrated in Figures 4-14, of 
these,, most are leaded (containing 5 percent or more lead). Figures 3 and Figures 
15-188 show the five medals that are brass. While Figure 19 depicts the one alloy-
containingg primarily copper and lead. Figure 20 is a pie graph showing the alloy 
distributionn of the 202 cast Renaissance portrait medals of copper-based alloys 
analyzedd as part of the National Gallery's systematic catalogue study. The majority 
(655 percent) are brasses. Fourteen percent are tin bronzes and only 7 percent are 
leadedd bronzes, for a total of 21 percent of bronzes of both types. One percent is 
unalloyedd copper, and the remaining 13 percent are quaternary bronzes (also 
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knownn as leaded gun metals). Of the 202 Renaissance portrait medals examined, 
onlyy nineteen contain antimony in greater than trace amounts (above 1 percent). In 
addition,, most of these high antimony medals contain significant quantities of 
arsenic.. Of the group of nineteen medals containing high antimony, nine are 
attributedd to Matteo de' Pasti. The remaining ten medals have been attributed to 
eightt different fifteenth-century medalists from all over Italy [2. pp. 54-55]. 

5.4.5.4. The Significance of Alloy Composition and Impurity? 
Levels Levels 

Duringg the Renaissance, copper ore was mined and crushed under water-driven 
stampss and washed to concentrate the ore. The concentrated ore was smelted using 
blastt furnaces to extract crude copper cakes from the ore. These crude copper 
cakess were then refined also using blast furnaces to purify the metal, generally 
resultingg in thin cakes of rosetta copper. This now: "refined" copper metal was 
turnedd over to the coppersmith, armorer, or foundry worker to be finished by hand. 
Thee metallic copper produced had varying degrees of purity depending on a variety 
off  factors: the original composition of the ore, the extent of smelting and refining 
thee workman deemed necessary, as well as the order in which the copper was 
extractedd from the melt (the first few cakes of rosetta copper produced are 
generallyy higher in impurities). 

Thee bronze medals by Matteo-leaded or not-as well as the one copper and lead 
medal,, contain unusually high antimony impurities (greater than 1 percent, see 
Tablee I). All but two of these high antimony medals also contain arsenic. This 
variationn in impurities suggests that Matteo used metal refined from two separate 
typess of antimony-containing copper ores for casting his portrait medals. One 
copperr ore used, often referred to in mining terms as gray copper, is a complex 
mixedd copper ore body of the tetrahedrite fahlerz type that are copper-arsenic-
antimonyy sulfides such as (CuFe)i:(AsSb)4Si3. This gray copper ore is indigenous 
too Freiberg in Saxony (Germany), Kremnitz in Hungary (today Krenmica in 
Slovakia),, and mines near Saint Austell, Cornwall (as well as mines of North 
Carolina,, whose ores were unavailable during the Renaissance) [16]. Two medals-
thee portrait of Jesus Christ (Figure 7) and the portrait of Isotta with the closed book 
reversee (Figure 11 )-contain high amounts of antimony but no arsenic; most likely 
thesee medals were made from metal refined from an antimonial copper ore 
composedd of Cu2S+Sb:S3, which occurs in the Harz mountain range (Germany) 
[16,, p. 35], Furthermore, although in Cornwall mining for tin had existed from 
Romann times onward, it was not until the seventeenth century that Cornish tin 
minerss began to seriously excavate the more valuable cupreous deposits nearby 
[16,, pp. 7-8], Therefore, it is unlikely that the copper originated from Cornwall. 
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Figuree 11 Matteo de'Pasti, obverse: Isotta degli Atti of Rimini; reverse: A Closed 
Book,Book, 1446, leaded bronze. National Gallery of Art, Washington. Samuel II . Kress 
Collection n 

Figuree 12 Matteo de'Pasti, obverse: Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta, Lord of 
Rimini;Rimini; reverse: Shield, Helmet, Elephant-crest, and Mantling, 1450-1451. leaded 
bronze.. National Gallery of Art, Washington, Samuel H. Kress Collection 

Figuree 13 Matteo de'Pasti. obverse: Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta, Lord of 
Rimini;Rimini; reverse: Emblem of Authority, 1447, leaded bronze. National Gallery of 
Art,, Washington, Gift of Lisa and Leonard Baskin 
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Figuree 14 Matlco dc'Pasli, obverse: Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta, Lord of 
Rimini,Rimini, reverse: The Castle of Rimini. 1446. leaded bronze. National Gallery of 
Art.. Washington. Samuel H. Kress Collection 

Thiss fact narrows the origin of gray copper to the mines of Saxony and Hungary 
andd the antimonial copper to the mines of the Harz region. All three of these 
miningg districts were active during the Italian Renaissance as illustrated in figure 
21.. a map of Renaissance mining towns [17. 18]. 

Antimonyy expands on cooling; this unique characteristic allows the finest details of 
thee mold to be preserved. It also imparts hardness and a smooth finish to soft metal 
alloys,, making it a valuable addition to alloys containing large amounts of lead 
[19].. Arsenic in the alloy also adds hardness to the lead in a leaded bronze. Lead in 
amountss over 2 percent is insoluble in copper and has an increased tendency to 
pool,, thus creating a potential source of weakness. Of the five brass medals 
examined,, all are low in lead (less than 1 percent), and none contained high levels 
off  antimony. Therefore, considering the elemental composition of these medals, it 
seemss likely that Matteo was aware of the special casting properties of alloys made 
fromm metals obtained from these complex mixed copper ores from Saxony and 
Hungary.. He exploited these properties, using his knowledge of the characteristics 
off  the metals refined from these ores to his advantage, at least with many of the 
medalss cast toward the end of his career in Rimini. 
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Figuree 15 Matteo de'Pasti;, obverse: Guarino da Verona; reverse: Fountain 
SurmountedSurmounted by a Nude Ma/e,c. 1454-1455/1456,medium zinc brass. National 
Galleryy of Art, Washington, Samuel H; Kress Collection 

Figuree 16 Matteo de'Pasti. obverse: Isotta deg/i Atti of Rimini; reverse: The 
MalatestaMalatesta Elephant, c.1446 , low zinc brass. National Gallery of Art, Washington. 
Widenerr Collection 
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Figuree 17 Matteo de'Pasti, obverse: Jsotta degli At/i of Rimini', reverse: The 
MalatestaMalatesta Elephant in a Meadow, c. 1453, low zinc brass. National Gallery of Art, 
Washington.. Widener Collection 

Figuree 18 Matteo de'Pasti, obverse: Isoita degli Aid of Rimini: reverse: The 
MalatestaMalatesta Elephant, 1446 , low zinc brass. National Gallery of Art. Washington. 
Samuell  H. Kress Collection 
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Figuree 19 Matteo de'Pasti, obverse: Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta, Lord of 
Rimini;Rimini; probably 1456, copper and lead. National Gallery of Art, Washington. 
Samuell  H. Kress Collection 

5.5.5.5. Grouping the Medals by Their Properties 

Pasinii  believes that all the motifs for Matteo's medals had been created by 1454; 
thereafterr they were continually being reworked to achieve a more simplified 
designn that resulted in an increase in empty spaces and a gradual shrinking of the 
inscription.. For example, the stops in the form of the heraldic four-petaled 
Malatestaa roses (Figure 10) are no longer prominent, and the littl e round points of 
inspacingg have been replaced with a more classical motif of triangular points 
(Figuree 16) [6. pp. 143-159] This continual reworking of the medal designs makes 
correlatingg alloy composition with style virtually impossible. For a more thorough 
discussionn on the significance to the sitter of images on the reverse of the medals 
seee Hil l and Pollard [20]. In addition, because the medals are commemorative, 
littl ee correlation can be established between images that depict the sitter in various 
stagess of maturity. Several broad generalizations, however, can be drawn by 
comparingg the XRF analyses data. 
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LeadedLeaded Bronze 

Ass mentioned, of the seventeen medals examined that are attributed to Matteo 
(figuree 22), the largest proportion (eleven) are bronzes, and of these, seven are 
leadedd bronze. The Sigismondo medal with the eastle of Rimini reverse. Hill 177 
(figuree 9) is almost identical in elemental composition to the signed Isotta medal 
withh the Malatesta elephant reverse. Hil l 167 (figure 10). These two medals 

Figuree 20 Alloy composition of 202 cast National Gallery of Art Italian 
Renaissancee portrait medals examined by XRF 

aree leaded bronzes with closely similar impurities: their composition suggests that 
theyy were cast at the same time and supports Pasini's premise that Matteo 
conceivedd these two medals to form a pair [6. pp. 146-147]. These medals are also 
comparablee in alloy composition to four others: the Sigismondo medal with a 
castlee of Rimini reverse. Hill 186 (figure 14). Sigismondo with a [heraldic] shield 
reverse.. Hill 165 (figure 12), a Sigismondo with an emblem of authority reverse. 
Hil ll  1X2 (figure 13). and the Isotta medal with a closed book reverse. Hil l 188 
(figuree 11). The Sigismondo medal with the San Francesco reverse. Hil l 183 
(figuree 8). also belongs in (his group; even though it is currently catalogued as 
"afterr Matteo," [20. p. 17] it is generally placed with those attributed to Matteo. 
andd Pollard has indicated that Pasini considers it to be by Matteo [1]. This medal is 
believedd to have been cast in 1450 when the church of San Francesco was 
reconstructedd by Albert! The reverse depicts Alberti's concept for the fascade. 
whichh was never completed [9. p. 46]. Another medal of Sigismondo with the 
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Figuree 21 Renaissance mining towns at the time of Agricola from Bern Dibner, 
"Agricolaa on Medals" in Norvvalk. Conn.. 1968. Burady Library. Dibner Institute 
forr the History of Science and Technology. Cambridge. Massachusetts 

castlee of Rimini reverse (Hil l 186; not illustrated, private collection) falls into the 
samee compositional group as the National Gallery leaded bronze medals 

Bronze e 

Threee medals are bronzes with closely similar alloys and impurities: the 
Sigismondoo medal with the Fortitude reverse. Hil l 178 (figure 4), the Isotta medal 
withh the closed book reverse. Hil l 189 (figure 5). and the signed Leone Battista 
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Albert!!  medal. Mil l 161 (figure 6). The signed Jesus Christ medal. Hill 162c (figure 
7).. is a bronze similar in alloy composition to the three medals shown in figures 4. 
5.. and 6 except that arsenic has not been detected, and. if it is present, it is below 
thee detection limits of the instrument. The Jesus Christ medal is believed to be 
contemporaneouss with the Alberti medal, which has been conventionally dated 
betweenn 1446 and 1450. when Alberti was in Rimini to oversee the reconstruction 
off  the church of San Francesco [20. p. 16]. 

Copperr and Lead 

Thee Sigismondo medal without a reverse design. Hil l 190c (figure 19). is unique 
comparedd to the other Matteo medals, as it is neither a bronze nor a brass but is 
composedd primarily of copper and lead. Nevertheless, its high antimony content 
rangee is similar to many of the other medals examined; this medal has been placed 
ass "after Matteo" and is most likely a later work [20. p. 17]. 

Figuree 22 Alloy composition of 17 cast National Gallery of An Italian 
Renaissancee portrait medals by Matteo de'Pasti examined by XRF 

BVÜNS S 

Thee three other Isotta medals with the Malatesta elephant reverse. Hil l 187. 167. 
andd 187 (figures. 16-18). as well as the Sigismondo medal with the castle o\' 
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Riminii  reverse. Hill 174 (figure 3), are all low-zinc brasses with similar impurities. 
However,, Pollard believes the Isotta/Malatesta elephant portrait (figure 16) is a late 
copyy (aftercast) from an unknown Rimini workshop using Matteo's original 
medalss [1]. The portrait medal of Guarino da Verona, Hill 158 (figure 15), who 
wass a scholar and professor of the classics at the University in Ferrara from 1430 
untill  his death [5, p. 60] is a medium-zinc brass; if antimony and arsenic are 
present,, these elements are in levels below detection limits. This medal differs 
significantlyy in alloy composition, and its method of fabrication-with such fine 
detailss as wrinkles around the sitter's eye and neck, striated texturing of the face, 
andd delicate chase marks-makes it the most refined of all the National Gallery 
medalss in this group. The design of the medal also differs from other Matteo 
medals,, and the inscription contains several types of lettering unlike other Matteo 
medalss in the National Gallery collection. The G in GVARÏNVS and the first E in 
VERONENSISS appear in Gothic majuscules, as well as the E in MATTHEUS on 
thee reverse. This medal, therefore, can be presumed to represent the product of a 
foundryy different from those that produced the other medals analyzed for this 
study.. Also, its distinctly different alloy composition, including impurities, and 
differingg design support its dating as an early work by Matteo while he was active 
inn Ferrara [20, pp. 15-16] and not the more recent dating assigned to the medal. 
Althoughh Pollard [1] has recently redated this medal as a late work, this analysis 
supportss an earlier date and foundry. 

5.6,5.6, Conclusions 

Thiss study was initiated to learn more about the unusual compositional nature of a 
seriess of portrait medals by Matteo de' Pasti. Microscopic examination revealed 
thatt all the medals were probably sand cast. Except for the Guarino da Verona 
medal,, which is believed by Hill and Pollard [20] to be an early work produced in 
Ferrara,, there is littl e evidence of cold working on the medals, which may be an 
indicationn of the attention to perfecting the mold so that few flaws occurred in 
casting.. The medals classified as bronze produced by Matteo in Rimini, with or 
withoutt lead, contain unusually high antimony impurities. All but two of these 
bronze,, high antimony medals also contain arsenic. The one copper and lead medal 
examinedd (considered "after Matteo") contains significantly high levels of 
antimonyy and arsenic. This grouping by variation in impurities suggests that 
Matteoo used metal refined from two separate types of antimony-containing copper 
oress for casting his portrait medals: gray copper, originating from the mines of 
Saxonyy and Hungary, and antimonial copper from the mines of the Harz region. 
Thiss study has strengthened the belief that Matteo had an extensive knowledge of 
practicall  metallurgy, was well aware of the special casting properties of the alloys 
producedd from these complex mixed copper ores, and used the metal obtained from 
thesee ores advantageously during the latter half of his career while he was 
connectedd with the Malatesta court in Rimini. The analysis of the medals, using 
XRFF techniques, has brought us a step closer toward considering what trade routes 
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